Frequently Asked Questions
What is the best age to start my child in swim lessons?
We begin swim classes at age 3 months. Submersions do not begin until at least 5 months and
this varies based on the children’s demonstration of breath control, which is taught during
classes. It’s never too late to learn. We encourage continuing swim classes without interruption.
Any time away from organized swim classes with a professional teacher will result in regression
of skills learned. Learning to swim is a necessity, not a luxury!
How long will it take for my child to swim?
Florida Swim School teaches children based on their individual abilities and comfort in the
water. As children grow physiologically so do their swimming skills progress. Students will
retain what they have learned in the water by practicing regularly.
Basic swimming skills to be demonstrated to prove water competency include:
1. entering the pool from the side, going under water and getting back to the wall
2. floating on the back independently
3. forward propulsion and rolling to a back float
4. treading water, going to a back float, treading again, forward motion to the side
5. continuous swimming for 25 yards, taking a breath when needed
Florida Swim School does not suggest a time when swim classes should stop. We teach skills as
students’ coordination allows; therefore, swimming abilities grow with the student. In addition,
swimming skills need to be practiced so that they are not forgotten, since we are not in water
often.
Keep in mind that it takes 6 months for your a child to learn to crawl and maybe 1 year for a
child to learn to walk, all this while practicing every day of his/her life! Be patient, learning to
swim is a special skill that requires commitment. Swimming is a life-saving skill and a skill for
life!
What if my child cries during the entire lesson?
Your child may cry during the lesson and there could be many reasons. Rest assured that your
child is being nurtured during the swim class and that your child is not being harmed or

frightened by the teacher. It is important to remember that everyone involved wants the same
result: safer children in the water.
Even if your child is crying during the lesson, being in the water is still beneficial since there is
learning taking place simply by being in the environment.
There could be a separation anxiety, especially in ages 2-3. As a parent, if you expect separation
anxiety, we suggest that you join us in the class! This will show your child that it is safe and that
you trust us. This will also provide for a better understanding of the learn-to-swim process as you
create a new bond with your child in the water!
However, if a parent or caretaker is unable to join the class, we suggest that you remain out of
the child’s direct view so that the teacher can begin to build the trust necessary with your child to
ensure a positive and successful experience as your child becomes safer in the water.
It should also be noted that often times your child may not cry at all during the first class, but
may cry during the second and third class. This is due to the first class being new and once it is
over, child is back with mommy or daddy. The second class, your child sees that he is going back
to the stranger again. This explains the importance of continuing with the classes on a regular
basis so that teacher and child are able to build a trust between themselves, resulting in a positive
experience as your child becomes safer in the water.
We encourage parents or caregivers to get in the pool until the child is comfortable.
Why isn’t my child progressing to the next skill like the other students in the class?
All children learn at their own pace. While we group children according to age, they will still
progress individually. The small ratio of our classes allows for the teachers to practice with each
child based on their individual ability.
There is a natural plateau of skills learned and it is important that the teachers keep children
where they are comfortable so that those skills are retained. If advanced skills are introduced
before current skills are learned and practiced, there could be a set-back or, at least, a loss of selfconfidence. Self-confidence is imperative for success in all avenues of life.
What if I am going to miss a class?
Your family portal allows you to manage classes, mark absences, and schedule make up classes.
Staff is not involved in marking absences or scheduling make ups.
Absences may be entered up to 1 hour prior to the start of your scheduled class and as early as
three months in advance.
Make-Ups are scheduled by families online.
Make-ups expire after 3 months.
You must be currently enrolled to schedule a make-up.
Make-ups are a courtesy and not guaranteed.

